Luxury Fleets Of Cozmo Yachts, Ready For Exploring Dubai
Water Canal
Cozmo Yachts announces new tour of the Dubai Canal.
December 7, 2016 (FPRC) -- (Dubai, United Arab Emirates) - Cozmo Yachts takes it as a pride to
promote the most modern and prime architectural wonder of Dubai. It announces a six hours Dubai
Canal cruise package for the tourists and residents of Dubai to cruise and witness the Canal which
is a vision born a long time ago, during the rule of the legendary Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al
Maktoum.
Cozmo Yachts management expressed their pleasure over the unveiling of Dubai Water Canal and
announced a Dubai Canal Yacht Cruise Package for the clients. Their invitation writes:
“We are glad to invite all our clients, to come and tour the Dubai Water Canal, the absolutely unique
waterfront destination with attractions that are equally enticing for locals and tourists, both.”
Initiated at the estimate of Dh2 billion, this Dubai Water Canal expands 3.2km from the Business
Bay Canal up to the Arabian Gulf via the Shaikh Zayed Road, Al Wasl Road, and Jumeirah Road.
Thanks to this wonderful canal project that Dubai has now got, though synthetic, but its very own
waterfall.
Mr. Wilson Anthony director marketing of the Cozmo Yachts, recalling the customer’s feedback
about their cruising experience of Dubai Canal, articulates that:
“Clients cruising the Dubai Canal have registered their sailing experience as the most remarkable
and commemorating as compared to rest of their cruising excursions in Dubai. The panoramic views
of Dubai Canal are simply astounding especially those sighted from the open fly bridge of the
vessel. Particularly, the scenic waterfall which is motion controlled i.e. it operates on sensors and
stops when boats are passing under the bridge. The sail was so stimulating that they left with a wish
to cruise to the canal again.”
Cozmo Yachts maintains a contemporary fleet that includes luxury cruisers starting from 33 feet
Yacht that has the capacity to entertain 08 guests, up to 155 feet Yacht, which has the capacity to
accommodate 250 guests, conveniently. The extra-large entry and multiple master bedrooms to get
laid and relax after enjoying the outing are the common features of these its luxury vessels. For
convenience and immediate charter, these luxury boats are birthed at the Dubai Marina Club.
Make the best use of the annual occasions. Get a luxury yacht chartered and cruise along your
family & friends to the Dubai Canal this New Year Eve, if not possible on Christmas, and let your
circle rediscover your aspirations.
Cozmo Yachts remains fully equipped to organize events of any sort and size on its exclusive
chartered yachts. Those who are interested in cruising in Dubai Canal this season or would like to
learn more about our Dubai Canal Cruise Package announced for the season, can visit and check
the details at http://cozmoyachts.com/yacht-cruise-dubai-canal
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Contact Information
For more information contact Wilson Anthony of Cozmo Yachts (http://cozmoyachts.com)
+971529440222
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